Host AGM_Selan says:
U.S.S. Paula Greene Stardate 10107.07 "All Together Now" Episode One

Cast of Characters:

Brian Paveza as Captain Vakol [CO] 
Sergio Amendoeira as Commander Tealk Amendoeira [XO]
Karriaunna Scotti as Lieutenant Aurora Biishe-Amendoeira [CMO] & MO Angel 
Chris Nickel as Lieutenant Nigel Owens [OPS]
Jim O’Quinn as Lieutenant Junior Grade Jean Pierre Baptiste [FCO]
Cheryl O'Quinn as Lieutenant Junior Grade Tari Richardson [CNS]
Eric VanSickle as Lieutenant Junior Grade Kent Raal [CSO]
Darlene Wise as Lieutenant Junior Grade Sarina Lynn Ryan [CTO]
Nick Beckwith as Ensign Audrina van den Broek [MO]

Michael Jones as Main Paula Greene Computer, and the Borg 

Host AGM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Begin Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
 
CTO_Ryan says:
::Walking into the Counselor's office as ordered and nods to the CNS::  CNS: Counselor, reporting as ordered.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::sitting in the flight control console's chair on the bridge pushing buttons ::

CSO_Raal says:
::was already in counselor's office, itching around the psionic inhibitor::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::sitting on the Big Chair (tm)::

CNS_Richardson says:
::looks up, as Ryan enters:: CTO: Thank you for coming; have a seat. ::gestures to a chair, and smiles::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::checks sensor readings on the planetary orbits ::

OPS_Owens says:
::adjusting climate control on the deck where the counselor's office is... was too chilly::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Galaxy Class Starship U.S.S. Paula Greene has just arrived in Star System 20192-23, and is currently proceeding toward the fifth planet in the system.

CMO_Biishe says:
::Dropping Shey off at her class::

CSO_Raal says:
::sees the CTO enter:: CTO: Hi.

CTO_Ryan says:
::Nods and sits down in one of the chairs in front of the CNS' desk::

FCO_Baptiste says:
XO: Stepping down to 1/2 impulse so we can get orbital data

CTO_Ryan says:
::Ignores the CSO::

CNS_Richardson says:
::fiddles with a knickknack on her desk:: CTO, CSO: You understand why you're here, yes?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
FCO : Very well.... Proceed....

CSO_Raal says:
CNS: Somewhat.

OPS_Owens says:
::prepares the sensors for scanning the area::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::evaluates the major bodies orbits and  asteroidal bodies ::

CTO_Ryan says:
CNS: Quite frankly, no I do not.  I have a lot of work to do, Counselor.  We are approaching the planet.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS : Lt.. Send data packages to SF Command every 20minutes with our sensor data..

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CNS' office is a pleasant, comfortable place to be. The only thing that looks out of place is the diary of Gabrielle Haller that she received in the prior mission nearly a month ago.

FCO_Baptiste says:
XO:  It would appear to be the 5th planet out that is our target, setting course

OPS_Owens says:
XO: Acknowledged sir.  I am starting the scan of the nearby system

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Data starts streaming into the Science, Operations and Conn. consoles.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS : Any thing out there i should know about Mr. Owens?

CMO_Biishe says:
::With a hug, leaves her daughter at the door and heads for sickbay::

CNS_Richardson says:
CTO, CSO: All right, I'll start this off. The captain has grave concerns about the .... how shall I say this.... manner in which the two of you interact; he feels that it has a negative impact on your work, and the rest of the crew...

OPS_Owens says:
::checks the sensor readings::  XO: Checking now sir.  Scans coming in

CNS_Richardson says:
::sits back, and watches them for a reaction::

CTO_Ryan says:
::Raises an eyebrow but remains silent::

CSO_Raal says:
::continues to itch at his suppressor::

OPS_Owens says:
XO: Sir, only what we already know.  It's a seven planet system with only one habitable planet, the fifth is class M

CNS_Richardson says:
::still quiet, watching for a reaction::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::steps up from the chair:: FCO : As soon as we're in Visual range, patch the planet view to the main Screen..

FCO_Baptiste says:
XO: We have 7 orbital Planets, a number of Comets and moons and a small asteroid field

FCO_Baptiste says:
XO: Aye, sir

OPS_Owens says:
::prepares to direct scans at the surface once in range::

CTO_Ryan says:
::Stands:: CNS: Very well, if we are done, I have work to do.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS : Thank you...

CMO_Biishe says:
::Arriving at sickbay, checks in with Angel who is still on duty.  The two of them go over the evenings details.::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::patches the main viewer into the forward camera ::

CNS_Richardson says:
CTO: We are not done, please have a seat.

CTO_Ryan says:
::Sits back down and waits::

CSO_Raal says:
::looks abruptly at the CTO::

OPS_Owens says:
::directs the forward sensor arrays at the surface::

CNS_Richardson says:
CTO, CSO: All right, so... which of you wants to go first? :;looks from one to the other::

FCO_Baptiste says:
XO: ETA , approx 6 minutes to orbital insertion

CSO_Raal says:
CNS: What exactly do you want one of us to go first with?

CNS_Richardson says:
CTO, CSO: I want to figure out why you two don't get along.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::nods at the FCO:: FCO : Very well... *CO* : Captain... We're 6 minutes away from Orital insertion.....

CSO_Raal says:
CNS: I try to get along with her.

CNS_Richardson says:
CTO, CSO: So, I want the two of you to discuss your feelings about each other, and why you behave the way you do with each other.

OPS_Owens says:
XO: Since the fifteen year span since the Federations last visit, there still isn't any signs of life on the surface.  It's prime for colonization.

CNS_Richardson says:
CTO, CSO: And one of you has to start. ::sits back::

CMO_Biishe says:
::Makes a suggestion for one of their patients and gives Angel the physicals for the day.:: Angel:  I will be up on the bridge.  If you need anything, let me know.

Host CO_Vakol says:
::walks into sickbay:: *XO* Understood Commander, proceed as planned.

CTO_Ryan says:
CNS: Well, if that is all you want to know.......I do not care for the way HE invades my thoughts without permission, sticks his nose into Security matters and blurts out information which should be kept confidential.

CTO_Ryan says:
CNS: Among other things.

CNS_Richardson says:
CTO: Excellent start; have you discussed these feelings with him?

OPS_Owens says:
XO: Sir, more intensive scans coming in now.  I'm reading Forests, deserts, oceans and animal life.  It looks like a virtual gold mine for the UFP

CMO_Biishe says:
::Looks up as the captain enters a wee bit surprised.::  CO: Captain, may I help you?

CNS_Richardson says:
CTO: Please keep going... oh, and talk to him, not me...

CSO_Raal says:
::turns to look toward CTO::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::reruns calculations on orbital velocities and such required for a smooth geosynchronous orbit::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS : Really, Lt? Good for us...

CTO_Ryan says:
CNS: I have told him out-right without success.

Host CO_Vakol says:
::nods:: CMO: Yes, Doctor ... I am here for my physical. ::begins to remove his duty jacket::

CTO_Ryan says:
CNS: He continues his.....his....well, strange behavior.

CNS_Richardson says:
CTO: That's why both of you are here. I'm going to try to facilitate a productive conversation on the matter.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::runs calculations for a "orange peel" orbit ::

OPS_Owens says:
::notices something somewhat strange::  XO: Just one more thing Commander.  There is an area in the forest region that is void of life for approximately a two mile radius.  Rather like the Dead Sea except for the abundance in Flora

CMO_Biishe says:
::Looks at Angel and then picks up the padd to preview it.::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::strolls in the bridge::

CSO_Raal says:
::listens::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Paula Greene enters into final orbit over the planet.

CNS_Richardson says:
::stands, and moves to the back of the CTO's chair, swiveling it to face the CSO:: CTO: and talk to him

Host CO_Vakol says:
::heads over to a nearby biobed and hops up onto it::

FCO_Baptiste says:
XO: Laying in an oragne peel orbit for preliminary survey

CMO_Biishe says:
CO:  Captain, you are.. early.  Please come over this way.  Motions toward a medical bed.::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::frowns:: OPS : Focus your scans on that area, Lt.. FCO : Takes into geosynchronous orbit over that location, Mr. Baptiste..

CTO_Ryan says:
::Sighs:: CNS: Very well.  CSO: Stay out of my mind, out of Security and away from me!  ::Stands:: CNS: Can I go now?

Host CO_Vakol says:
CMO: As my people say ... 'an ounce of prevention equals a pound of cure'.

OPS_Owens says:
::nods and forwards intensive scans in that region::

CSO_Raal says:
CTO: Now wait just a god darn minute!

CMO_Biishe says:
::Activates the beds monitor.::  CO:  It is a wise saying that few follow.  Please lie back.

CNS_Richardson says:
::goes back behind her desk, sitting again, leaning back, picking up the small figurine that had been sitting on her desk:: CTO: You may not. Please sit down. Communication is a two way street.

FCO_Baptiste says:
XO: Aye , sir  ::changes orbital parameters for a geosynchronous orbit ::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS : Was this reported by the U.S.S. Yosemite?

CNS_Richardson says:
CSO: Go ahead, you were saying?

Host CO_Vakol says:
::lies down on the bed:: CMO: Oh? Have you had trouble getting this crew to participate in physicals? I could probably assist you with that.

OPS_Owens says:
XO: Negative on all scans sir.  I'm checking for some form of natural or otherwise interference.  ::hears the latest question::  Negative sir.

CMO_Biishe says:
::Makes adjustment of the monitor for Vulcan physiology, then picks up her medical tricorder.::

CTO_Ryan says:
::Sits back down and sighs, raising an eyebrow at the CSO::

CSO_Raal says:
CNS/CTO: OK, Lt. Ryan and I didn't start off on the right foot.

CNS_Richardson says:
::turns the figurine over and over in her hands, absentmindedly, as she watches the two::

CMO_Biishe says:
CO:  Over all, the crew is very good, but it is the rare individual that walks through the doors without a wee bit of reminding.

CNS_Richardson says:
CSO: Talk to Ryan, not to me.

Host CO_Vakol says:
::thinks while the Doctor works:: CMO: Loss of shore leave rights comes immediately to mind ... for those who fail to show up on time.

CMO_Biishe says:
CO:  Have you had any physical complaints or concerns?

CTO_Ryan says:
CSO/CNS: That's an understatement if I ever heard one!

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS : Very well.... Keep that location marked on sensors.. Let's carry on with the survey, and see if we have any other surprises...

FCO_Baptiste says:
XO: Geosynchronous orbit established

CMO_Biishe says:
CO:  Perhaps, but those shore leaves really are a necessity for that pound of cure.

Host CO_Vakol says:
CMO: No, Doctor ... no one complains about your physicals.

CSO_Raal says:
CTO: You talk about me compromising security.  I did what I did because I thought it would HELP.

CNS_Richardson says:
::turns her attention to the CSO:: Raal: Please go on...

OPS_Owens says:
::places a marker note over the mapped area in the databanks::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
FCO : Hold this position..

CTO_Ryan says:
::Folds arms across her chest::

FCO_Baptiste says:
XO: Aye, sir

FCO_Baptiste says:
::notes from his readings that he is 1/10 of a mile from the center of the position indicated::

CNS_Richardson says:
:;sees the CTO's movement out of the corner of her eye; her mouth quirks slightly, but she doesn't comment::

CMO_Biishe says:
::Pauses for a moment and readjusts her thoughts with a smile.::  CO:  No captain, not my physicals, your physical condition.

CTO_Ryan says:
CSO: Security is my department, Lt.  If you have anything to say, you should clear it with me first.  Loose lips sink ships!

OPS_Owens says:
::continues to keep his own attention on that area until the PG moves around the other side of the planet::

CSO_Raal says:
CTO: This is about the Deibores?

CTO_Ryan says:
::Rolls eyes:: CSO: Among other things, YES!

Host CO_Vakol says:
CMO: Oh ... of course, Doctor. No, I have no complaints about my physical condition.

CNS_Richardson says:
CTO: You keep saying among other things.... could you elaborate?

CMO_Biishe says:
::Nods her head as she takes some specimens::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
FCO : Resume orange peel orbit.. Let’s check the rest of the planet out..

CTO_Ryan says:
::Looks at the CNS:: CNS: Absolutely!  He says things........obvious statements.  I find it quite irritating.

CSO_Raal says:
CTO: About that, the nanny seemed very tense, very worrisome that the girl would die or live.  I said that to possibly ease her fears.

CNS_Richardson says:
::listens, nodding::

OPS_Owens says:
XO: Sir permission to launch a probe over that area of forest.

CNS_Richardson says:
CTO, CSO: OK, this is good so far, though, I'd like to not concentrate on specific incidents here

CMO_Biishe says:
::Hands the samples to Angel::  CO:  Well sir, you appear to be at  your normal peak condition.  Have  you had any problems adjusting to the Paula Greene?

CTO_Ryan says:
CNS: This is getting us no where.  Bottom line.....I want him to stay out of my departmental business, my mind and clear of me.

CSO_Raal says:
CTO/CNS: I come from a society where telepathy is the norm.  I still haven't mastered the intricasies of verbal communication.  Sometimes something may come out of my mouth that may seem stupid.  But that's because I'm still not 100 percent refined on verbal communication.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS : Very good idea Lt.. Low Orbit. Do not let it touch down on the planet.

OPS_Owens says:
::hears beeping on his terminal and turns back::  XO: Sir, the sensors seemed to briefly detect an energy surge in that region of forest.  ::continues to enhance sensors::

Host CO_Vakol says:
::looks at Biishe oddly:: CMO: I believe that is more Counselor Richardson's area of expertise ... not yours, Doctor.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::translates the orbit back to the Orange peel version ::

CSO_Raal says:
CTO: But what if the captain orders me to join you on an away team?

CNS_Richardson says:
CTO: Your view of this is noted, Lt. However, this is something that has to be done...

OPS_Owens says:
XO: Sir, I can set it up to act like a satellite and stay over the area

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::shakes his head:: OPS : We'll return to that spot momentarily, Lt. Send in the Probe.. We'll need to map the rest of the planet anyways..

FCO_Baptiste says:
XO: Accelerating, Sir

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS : Do it..

CMO_Biishe says:
CO: A healthy mind goes along with a healthy body.  Both are my concerns.  Sir.  And the usual procedure is to go from a physical to one with the counselor.

OPS_Owens says:
::nods and launches a probe to remain over the area of forest::

Host CO_Vakol says:
::begins to sit up and put his duty jacket back on:: CMO: But to answer your question, aside from my CTO and CSO trying to burn down the ship around us, I have had no problems adjusting to the crew.

CTO_Ryan says:
CSO: Then you will follow my orders to the letter and keep your big mouth shut.  ::Glares at the CSO::

CSO_Raal says:
CTO: And what if I were in charge?

CNS_Richardson says:
CTO: That was not exactly called for. We're here to work through these aggressions, remember?

Host CO_Vakol says:
CMO: I assure you, the Counselor is quite occupied. But I will report to her at her earliest convenience ... I believe her current session shouldn't take more than a few months.

CMO_Biishe says:
::Smiles at the comment::  CNS:  More power to Tari then.

OPS_Owens says:
XO: Sir, I'm not much of a science student but, I can't detect any form of distortion field which would deflect our scans of that region

CTO_Ryan says:
CNS: And so I am, Counselor.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The ship launches a probe which quickly disappears into the planet's upper atmosphere. It's hull burns red and orange as it moves through the planet's natural defenses against ultra-violet radiation and the such. It's not long before it has breached these defenses, and is moving toward the intended course plotted by Lieutenant Owens.

CMO_Biishe says:
::Laughs and covers it to a chuckle::  CO:  I think she will have some time to squeeze you in.

CTO_Ryan says:
CSO: If you were in charge I would follow your orders to the letter and keep my mouth shut.

Host CO_Vakol says:
::nods and stands:: CMO: If that will be all, Doctor?

CNS_Richardson says:
::sighs, almost imperceptibly:: CTO: Excellent, then let's try to keep the comments... constructive.

CSO_Raal says:
CTO: That isn't quite enough.  We're supposed to be members of the same team.

CMO_Biishe says:
CO:  Yes sir.  ::Smiles::

Host CO_Vakol says:
::nods and heads for the door:: CMO: Thank you for your time then... ::heads out into the corridor::

OPS_Owens says:
::waits for telemetry reports from the probe::

CNS_Richardson says:
CSO: It's all been a one-way conversation, here. What I've noticed is the CTO vocalizing her.... issues, and you defending. Let's hear how you perceive what's happening between you two.

CTO_Ryan says:
CSO: Unlike you, I follow orders to the letter.  I do what I am told and follow protocol.

CMO_Biishe says:
::Looks over at Angel with a shrug:: <Angel> CMO:  That was unexpected.

CSO_Raal says:
CTO: And how about the time you practically killed those people with your bare hands?

FCO_Baptiste says:
XO: Expected completion of the first  complete mapping of the planet in 4 hours

CSO_Raal says:
CTO: That's not exactly protocol.

OPS_Owens says:
::sighs::  XO: Sir nothing new to report except...  ::pauses and waits for the repercussions::  I have lost contact with the probe.

CTO_Ryan says:
CSO: They were a threat to myself and the crew.  What about it?  You would rather I allow them to kill us?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CO* : Sir.. We're picking up a strange energy reading from a spot down on the planet. I've sent in a probe to investigate further, and continued normal scans of the planet..

CMO_Biishe says:
Angel:  You won’t get a disagreement from me on that.  Do you have everything else under control so I can work with Owens?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::frowns:: OPS : What do you mean lost? Can’t you fin it on sensors?

CSO_Raal says:
CTO: By beating them beyond recognition?  There are rules of restraint in combat.

Host CO_Vakol says:
::heading for a turbolift already:: *XO*: I am on my way, Commander. Determine its nature and origin as soon as possible.

CMO_Biishe says:
<Angel>CMO:  Sure, the day looks to be a fairly standard one...   now.  ::Smiles::

CTO_Ryan says:
CSO: Not when they attack me or this crew.  My primary duty is the safety of my Captain, XO and this crew.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CO* : Aye sir.. Self : Looks like hat won't be easy...

CMO_Biishe says:
Angel:  Good.  As soon as the you have the results from the captain completed, let me know.

OPS_Owens says:
::shakes head::  XO: There are no telemetry readings form the probe and again it's like there is interference coming from that area but I can’t detect it.

CMO_Biishe says:
<Angel> CMO:  Will do.

CNS_Richardson says:
::sits back and listens::

CMO_Biishe says:
::Nods and leaves the room to head for the bridge.::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::raises one eyebrow ::

CTO_Ryan says:
CSO: However, if you prefer I will gladly throw you to the enemy and save the rest of the crew.  ::Rolls eyes::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS : Can you scan any dampening fields down on that region of the planet?

CSO_Raal says:
CTO: Now that was not called for!  Look, Sarina, I respect you as a fellow Starfleet officer and as a person.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Ens. Dilbert> ::Working at Science. Noticing that it's gotten slightly warmer on the bridge ... wipes away a sole bead of sweat from his forehead, and goes back to analyzing the continuing scans of the surface::

Host CO_Vakol says:
::arrives on the bridge and steps out of the turbolift:: FCO: Mister Baptiste, slave tactical to your station, please... ::heads for his chair::

OPS_Owens says:
::shakes head again::  XO: Negative sir.  I just don't understand it at all

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: Aye sir

CMO_Biishe says:
::Stops in briefly at her mother-in-laws to check on the 'babies'...

FCO_Baptiste says:
::pushes a number of buttons::

CTO_Ryan says:
CSO: Paleassee.......spare me.....You respect me by invading my mind without permission and interrupting my interrogations?

FCO_Baptiste says:
::looks at the board as a number of new lights start blinking ::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CO : Sir.. We've just lost contact with the probe sent down..

CMO_Biishe says:
::Seeing them quietly engaged she slips out,  not wanting the children to see  her.  Smiles at her mother-in-law as the doors close.::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::checks the probe telemetry data ::

CNS_Richardson says:
::keeps listening, glad on the one hand that they are talking to each other, but secretly wishing this session would get interrupted::

Host CO_Vakol says:
::frowns and sits in the command chair:: XO: Very well... OPS: Report our findings to Starfleet Command. We have found this planet to contain an unknown energy signature that we are unable to identify. As such it is a poor candidate for colonization.

CSO_Raal says:
CTO: Trying to communicate with you telepathically, I did not intend to "invade your mind."

Host CO_Vakol says:
FCO: Mister Baptiste, break orbit and set course towards the Starbase 59-Sierra.

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO; Aye, sir ::computes course ::

OPS_Owens says:
::sends the CO's recommendation along with the latest data packet to SF::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::pushes a few buttons ::

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: Breaking orbit, sir ::initiates::

CTO_Ryan says:
CSO: Well, just so you know.....I am NOT...I repeat, NOT telepathic!

Host CO_Vakol says:
::leans on one of his armrests:: XO: It would seem our business here is done, then.

CNS_Richardson says:
:;decides its time to step in:: CSO: Actually, the CTO makes a good point. Many non-telepathic species have an aversion to unsolicited attempts to communicate with them in such a manner.

CMO_Biishe says:
::Considers dropping in on Tari... but...::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Nurse Elijah> *CMO* Doctor Biishe. Ensign Lakewood has failed to report for his physical, and he apparently refused to respond to communications. Should I put him down for a later date?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CO : I don't know.. I am curious... Always have been..

OPS_Owens says:
::prepares the systems for warp travel once again::

CSO_Raal says:
CNS: I am aware of that.  I'm beginning to feel everything is going against me because I am Betazoid.

Host CO_Vakol says:
::raises an eyebrow at the Exec:: XO: According to the Klingons, curiosity killed the Targ.

CMO_Biishe says:
*Elijah*:  No, I will stop in and see him.

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: On course  to Starbase59-Sierra , Warp factor 5

CNS_Richardson says:
CSO: An... ::makes a note... persecution complex::

CMO_Biishe says:
Computer: Location of Ensign Lakewood?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::shrugs:: CO : Yes sir.... But we are explores by nature. If this is not worth exploring, what is?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Paula Greene breaks orbit from the planet.

CNS_Richardson says:
CSO: That is not true, I don't think. No one is against you.

CSO_Raal says:
CNS: I mean, everything has come down to this meeting and this... ::points at the inhibitor::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: And then jumps into warp for Starbase Fifty-Nine-Sierra.

Host CO_Vakol says:
XO: What's to explore? We have intensive planetary scans of the planet and have established that it is ill-suited towards colonization, I see little need to go any further.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Computer> CMO: Unable to detect Ensign Raphael Lakewood.

CSO_Raal says:
CNS/CTO: If I were human, Bajoran, or even Vulcan, even though they have psionic potential, would this be happening?

CNS_Richardson says:
CSO: Perhaps it would be wise for you to tone down your attempts to use telepathic communications. I mean, it is sort of an invasion, if the others aren't willing or capable, don't you agree?

CMO_Biishe says:
::Looks up as she feels the ship go into warp.::  Hmmm... I wonder what just happened.  ::Stops her thoughts.::  Computer:  Please repeat.  Location of En. Lakewood.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::monitors course and Tactical readings ::

CNS_Richardson says:
CSO: I think that it would, if it created situations that were ... difficult for the ship.

OPS_Owens says:
::studies the sensor log for something he may have missed::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Computer> CMO: Unable to locate Ensign Raphael Lakewood.

CMO_Biishe says:
Computer:  Last known location of Ens. Lakewood.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Computer> CMO: Jefferies Tube M-32.

CNS_Richardson says:
CSO: I think that one of Ryan's concerns is that her thoughts are private, and she'd like them to remain that way. Am I correct, Sarina?

CTO_Ryan says:
::Stands:: CNS: May I be dismissed, now?  I have work.

CNS_Richardson says:
::sigh:: CTO: No. Please sit.

CTO_Ryan says:
CNS: Correct, Counselor.

CSO_Raal says:
CTO: OK, I'll stay out of your head.

CMO_Biishe says:
Computer:  Time stamp on latest readings of Ens. Lakewood.  ::begins to head to Jefferies tube M-32::

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: ETA to Starbase 59-Sierra , 1day 5 hours 21 minutes

CNS_Richardson says:
::smiles:: CTO, CSO: There, see? That wasn't so hard. Now, what else?

CNS_Richardson says:
:;looks at her notes::

CSO_Raal says:
CTO: However, I do have something...

Host CO_Vakol says:
FCO: Very well ... I will be in my ready room. XO: You have the bridge...

CTO_Ryan says:
CNS: There is still the issue of butting into Security departmental matters.

CSO_Raal says:
CTO: Sometimes, my abilities might be helpful to you and your department during interrogations.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Computer> CMO: Stardate 10107.07, 18:21 hours.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::sits down on the XO's chair.. A strange numbness invading him::

CMO_Biishe says:
::Steps into a TL and finds herself quickly in the appropriate area::

CSO_Raal says:
CTO: I don't know if you'd agree to this, but if you train me right, I could be sort of a humanoid lie detector for you and your security officers.

FCO_Baptiste says:
XO: I would suggest shields to standby, as close as we are going to pass to the Neutral zone

Host CO_Vakol says:
::as a Vulcan, is used to extremely high temperatures and for the first time feels comfortable on the bridge ... stops in mid-stride halfway to his ready room:: OPS: Is their something the matter with the environmental controls?

CTO_Ryan says:
CSO: Agreed, however isn't it proper protocol for you to wait and be asked to intervene telepathically rather than taking it upon yourself to just "butt in"?

CSO_Raal says:
CTO: True.

OPS_Owens says:
::wipes some moisture from his brow:: Self: Feels like Vulcan up here.  ::lowers the temperature on the bridge::

CMO_Biishe says:
::Enters the Jefferies tubes, noting how hot it is.::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::looks at the Captain and then at OPS:: OPS : Lt?

CMO_Biishe says:
*Engineering*:  Please check environmental controls.

CNS_Richardson says:
::rubs the back of her neck, feeling slightly uncomfortable::

CSO_Raal says:
::starts to tug at his uniform collar::  CNS/CTO: I hope this isn't the stress levels we're producing in here.

OPS_Owens says:
::nods::  CO: I believe so sir.  I feel it too.  I have also noticed that the environmental controls have been locked out

CTO_Ryan says:
::Stands yet again:: CSO: Very well.  You stay out of my security business until asked to intervene, stay out of my mind and we can get back to work.

CNS_Richardson says:
CSO: Actually, it does seem warm in here...

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CMO trips, and falls onto a lower part of the Jefferies Tube tunnel with a thud, cutting herself.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS : Locked out? On whose authority?

CTO_Ryan says:
CNS: May I go now?  I have work.

Host CO_Vakol says:
::hesitates and frowns to himself as he walks towards the Flight control station and whispers quietly:: FCO: Set course back to the planet ... warp one.

OPS_Owens says:
::checks the logs::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: No response from Main Engineering to Operations.

CMO_Biishe says:
Ouch... what the...

CNS_Richardson says:
CTO: Actually, we are about done for the moment.. however, I think the two of you need to work a little more on your relationship

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: ::whispers:: Aye, sir

CMO_Biishe says:
::Looks behind her at what she tripped over.::

CSO_Raal says:
CTO: Can we at least talk about the possibility of what I proposed, like logistics?

OPS_Owens says:
XO: Sir there doesn't seem to be a record of anyone locking out the controls and yet...

FCO_Baptiste says:
::turns the ship about ::

Host CO_Vakol says:
::raises his voice to normal:: OPS: Lock out the bridge... lock out the main computer. *CNS*: Counselor, I need to interrupt you.

CSO_Raal says:
CTO: Rather than a unilateral "don't do it unless asked" approach?

CTO_Ryan says:
::Notices perspiration dripping from her forehead and wipes it off:: CNS: It is rather warm in here.  Perhaps you should have engineering look into repairing your environmental controls.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*Engineering* : XO to engineering.. Have you been messing with the environmental controls?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CMO finds that she has cut herself on a piece of unknown technology. Then finds that the entire Jefferies Tube is covered with internal Paula Greene circuitry that has been removed from the bulkheads. The circuitry has been heavily modified and reconstructed; it is now all black with green blinking lights … 

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: No response from Main Engineering.

OPS_Owens says:
::turns back to the console quickly at the CO's orders and does as he asks using his own personal security code to encrypt::

CTO_Ryan says:
CSO: Exactly.  ::Wipes her brow again::

CNS_Richardson says:
CTO, CSO: We'll meet again for a follow-up, in about a week... however... ::hears the Comm.:: *CO* Captain, we're about finished for today. What can I do for you?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Suddenly, the lights all over the ship start fluctuating.

CSO_Raal says:
::listens::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS : Something wrong with internal communications?

FCO_Baptiste says:
::starts the calculations for  orbital insertion ::

CMO_Biishe says:
::Shakes her head and blinks, then taps her comm. badge.  In a voice just above a whisper::  *XO*:  We have a big problem.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
FCO : Yellow alert..

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Internal communications suddenly go out. Lt. Owens' attempted lockout of the bridge fails, someone has beaten him to it.

CNS_Richardson says:
CTO, CSO: Between now and next week, I'd like the two of you to undergo a two-hour holographic simulation, a program intended to foster teamwork between you.

CTO_Ryan says:
::Nods with a sigh of relief and heads for the door::

CSO_Raal says:
::sees the lights flicker::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CMO hears something behind her ...

FCO_Baptiste says:
XO: Aye, sir ::hits the button ::
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Host CO_Vakol says:
*CNS*: We're experiencing a problem.... ::hears his commbadge shut off::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CMO* : What do you mean?

CMO_Biishe says:
::Looks behind her with dread::

CNS_Richardson says:
::notices the fluctuating lights::

OPS_Owens says:
::checks the internal comm. relays and notices something new:: CO: Sir!  Someone else’s has beat me to locking out the systems!

Host CO_Vakol says:
OPS: Emergency power...

CTO_Ryan says:
CNS: Thank you, Counselor.  ::Exits the CNS' office and heads for the turbolift::

CNS_Richardson says:
::thinks:: Wonderful.... ::tries to raise the bridge::

OPS_Owens says:
::checks the logs to find out who::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: A black, armored hand reached out and grabs the CMO with extraordinary strength. Something injects into her neck, and she feels extreme pain rip through her body.

Host CO_Vakol says:
OPS: Send message to Starfleet Command on all frequencies ... Mayday, mayday, mayday...

CMO_Biishe says:
::Gasps::

CNS_Richardson says:
CSO: What's going on?

OPS_Owens says:
::engages emergency power systems and sends a priority one message to Starfleet declaring an Emergency::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::programs in for orbital insertion ::

CTO_Ryan says:
::taps the pad next to the turbolift door and waits::

FCO_Baptiste says:
XO: Cutting back to 1/2 impulse

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Paula Greene drops out of warp, main systems all lock out from control. They are being re-routed to Main Engineering.

CMO_Biishe says:
::Sends out a mental cry to her husband::

CSO_Raal says:
CNS: I don't know.  Looks like something knocked out our power reserves.  I'd have to go to the bridge to be sure.

Host CO_Vakol says:
::stands from his chair and heads up to the back of the bridge powering up a terminal there and beginning to scan the ship:: OPS: What are internal sensors showing ... why isn't anyone in main engineering?

CTO_Ryan says:
::Enters turbolift::  Bridge!

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: All consoles on the bridge shut down.

CSO_Raal says:
CNS: I think we'd both had better get up there.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: All Turbolifts shut down next.

CNS_Richardson says:
CSO: Then you'd best head on. I'll contact both you and the CTO about the holodeck exercise I have planned for you

FCO_Baptiste says:
::attempts to use thrusters to  establish an orbit ::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::feels a sharp pain within himself:: ~~~CMO : Auri?!?!~~~

CTO_Ryan says:
::Feels the turbolift stop between decks:: Computer: Resume.

OPS_Owens says:
CO: Sir I cannot check.  I am locked out from all systems.

CNS_Richardson says:
::nods:: CSO: Perhaps. Let's go

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS : Lt.. Lock out access to our main computer.. NOW!

CSO_Raal says:
::exits counselor's office and heads for a TL, with the CNS following::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The TL does not budge.

CSO_Raal says:
::stops near the TL doors, waiting for them to open::

Host CO_Vakol says:
XO: Do we have power to separate?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
Computer : Computer, Location of Lt. Aurora Biishe

CMO_Biishe says:
~~~~XO: Borg...~~~~  ::feels herself being led away.

CTO_Ryan says:
TL: Computer, what is going on?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Computer does not respond.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CTO, CSO & CNS hear screams and phaser fire.

CTO_Ryan says:
::Taps COM badge:: Ryan to the Bridge, what is going on?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CO : Captain.... My wife just told me that she was attacked by the Borg..

CNS_Richardson says:
::turns her attention toward the sounds of phasers::

CSO_Raal says:
CNS: Did you hear that?

CTO_Ryan says:
::Taps COM badge again:: Ryan to Bridge, please respond!

CNS_Richardson says:
CSO: I did; what's going on?

Host CO_Vakol says:
::raises an eyebrow:: OPS: If communications are still up, add that ... send on all frequencies for the nearest vessel to come to our attention. FCO: Mister Baptiste, break open the bridge weapons locker.

CSO_Raal says:
::presses call button by the TL door::

CMO_Biishe says:
::Deep inside tries to resist, but has no control of her feet.::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Lights start fluctuating on the deck the CNS & CSO are on ... and the screams soon end.

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: Aye , sir ::races to one wall ::

OPS_Owens says:
::nods and tries to determine if he can still send subspace messages::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::opens the catch on the panel ::

CTO_Ryan says:
::Looks up at the escape hatch, removes her uniform jacket, sticks her COM badge on her shirt and climbs up, opening the hatch::

CSO_Raal says:
CNS: This is not good.  ::taps communicator:: Can anyone hear us?

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: Just phasers mostly

Host CO_Vakol says:
XO: Empathically, can you determine if it is the Borg?

CNS_Richardson says:
CSO: We'd best investigate. I don't have a weapon with me though.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
~~~ Aurora : Where are you.....~~~

CSO_Raal says:
CNS: Nor do I.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::gathers phasers and starts passing them about ::

CNS_Richardson says:
::thinks for a moment, and then goes back into her office:: CSO: Hold on a second... ::rummages under her desk::

CTO_Ryan says:
::Grunts as she pulls herself up through the hatch opening and begins climbing the ladder towards the next deck::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
::enters sickbay, finding it without its Chief::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CSO & CNS hear heavy footsteps approaching them.

Host CO_Vakol says:
::takes a phaser from Baptiste and holsters it on his hip:: FCO: Thank you, Mister Baptiste.

CSO_Raal says:
::follows the CNS back to her office, but hears footsteps::

FCO_Baptiste says:
OPS; Rifle or Regular ?

CSO_Raal says:
CNS: Hurry!

OPS_Owens says:
::takes one of the phasers from the FCO::  FCO: Regular of course

CNS_Richardson says:
::hears the footsteps, and comes out from under her desk, holding what closely resembles a baseball bat::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: As soon as the MO enters Sickbay ... the doors swish shut, and he then hears screams and phaser fire.

Host CO_Vakol says:
OPS: How are those communications, Mister Owens?

CMO_Biishe says:
~~~~XO: I was in Jefferies tube M-32...~~~~

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CO : Captain.... I feel fear... And she is fading from my consciousness.. Quickly.. It would be compatible with Borg assimilation..

FCO_Baptiste says:
XO: Rifle or Regular?

Host CO_Vakol says:
::goes over to the XO:: XO: Commander ... what do we still have control of?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
FCO : Rifle....

CSO_Raal says:
CNS: ::whispers:: A Paressis squares bat?

OPS_Owens says:
CO: Sir I've sent off the most recent request but I can't tell if it went successfully

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS : Lt.? 

FCO_Baptiste says:
::hands the XO a rifle ::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
*Bridge* Sickbay to bridge, what's going on?

CTO_Ryan says:
::Stops, hanging onto the ladder with one hand and reaches to a small panel, pulling it open and grabbing the manual release to open the doors on the next deck::

CMO_Biishe says:
::Looks at the chamber before her, and cries out in her mind as they attach her to it.::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::locks his rifle in a rotating frequenci mode...::

CNS_Richardson says:
CSO: Ummm, it's extreme therapy tool, actually. Thought I might need it for you and Ryan. ::moves to the door::

CSO_Raal says:
CNS: You got another?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Two Borg drones come around a corner, and approach the CNS & CSO.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::wishes he had  something more useful ::

CTO_Ryan says:
::Grunts as she pulls on the manual release lever::

CSO_Raal says:
CNS: Borg!

OPS_Owens says:
*MO* The ship seems to have been taken control by someone or something.  Find a phaser Ensign

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::folds forward as the cry reaches his mind:: CO : Sir.. We've got to.. Help them...

MO_van_den_Broek says:
Medic: What's that banging noise?

CMO_Biishe says:
::Reaches for the unused powers the Vulcan had given her and tries to rip away the connectors to the chamber.::

CSO_Raal says:
CNS: Don't do anything unless it's in defense.

Host CO_Vakol says:
XO: Shied your mind, Commander ... that's not the only assimilation you're going to experience empathically if you do not.

CNS_Richardson says:
::ducks inside the office door, after spotting the drones:: CSO: Oh great, not sure this will do any good. Quick, hide... ::dives under the desk::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
*OPS* Acknowledged.  Medical team: Everyone, arm yourselves - let's go!

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CMO's valiant attempt fails as her mind slowly fades away ... soon forgetting what she was attempting to do.

CSO_Raal says:
::joins CNS under desk::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CO : Negative sir.... She's my wife...

CNS_Richardson says:
::grips the bat tightly::

CTO_Ryan says:
::Climbs the ladder to the open doors on deck two and exits the turbolift shaft wondering what is going on::

CMO_Biishe says:
::Can’t reach that area as her memories begin to fade.::

CNS_Richardson says:
::holds her breath, trying to stay very quiet::

Host CO_Vakol says:
::slaps the XO as hard as he can:: XO: Block off your mind, that is an order!

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The two drones have picked up the CNS & CSO on their sensors, and enter the office. They approach the desk.

FCO_Baptiste says:
XO: What I would give for a good piece of welding equipment , like a boring bar

Host CO_Vakol says:
XO: I'm not going to lose you as well!

CNS_Richardson says:
::keeps holding breath::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::his face fills with an angry look:: CO : She's gone sir..... 

CSO_Raal says:
::hears the footsteps stop at the desk::

OPS_Owens says:
::for the first time notices what's happening with the XO and wonders what it is::

CNS_Richardson says:
:;tightens her grip on the bat::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: One of the drones reaches down, and easily hefts up the desk and moves it aside.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::straightens up with determination::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
::rushes to her office and gets her phaser::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Revealing the "lightly" armed CSO & CNS beneath ...

OPS_Owens says:
::thought he heard something about assimilation but isn't sure::

Host CO_Vakol says:
XO: Then do as I say, we have work to do. ::turns his back on the XO and heads towards OPS:: OPS: I need to know what we still control?

CSO_Raal says:
::scatters away from the Borg::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Another drone enters the Counselor's office.

CTO_Ryan says:
::Heads for the jeffries tube hatch and pulls the manual release opening the hatch.  Climbs in and starts up the ladder towards the Bridge::

CNS_Richardson says:
::scrambles sideways as well::

OPS_Owens says:
::nods::  CO Aye sir.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::moves to one of the JT entries to the bridge::

CMO_Biishe says:
::Finds the memories of her spirit guide and locks it into a loop.::

CSO_Raal says:
::enters the JT::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
Computer: Lock the doors to sickbay.

CNS_Richardson says:
::judges the distance to the door, and wonders if she can make it there::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: As the CSO enters the JT, he finds a Borg drone waiting for him. And soon he is injected with nano-probes.

OPS_Owens says:
CO: Sir... we control... nothing.  We are helpless to do anything from up here.

MO_van_den_Broek says:
Medical team: Get ready to move these patients out.

Host CO_Vakol says:
OPS: No secondary systems? No emergency systems?

CNS_Richardson says:
:::stays very still::

CSO_Raal says:
::aloud:: They're ev..er..y..where....

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Five Borg drones utilize the Paula Greene's internal transporter system to beam into Sickbay.

CTO_Ryan says:
::Reaches the Bridge hatch and tries to open the hatch manually::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS : Lt. Unlock this access... We need to get down to Main Engineering....

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CSO soon finds he can barely move any limbs as the nano-probes move through his body, slowly beginning the painful assimilation process.

Host CO_Vakol says:
OPS: Can we setup a dampening field to prevent beaming onto the bridge?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CO : I think that is our best bet of returning the ship too our control..

OPS_Owens says:
::shakes head rather morbidly and unlocks the requested access::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
::blinks:: *Bridge* We have 5 Borg drones just beamed into sickbay

MO_van_den_Broek says:
Medical team: Don't attack them.  They won't do anything until they consider us a threat.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: As soon as Lt. Owens' unlocks the bulkhead defenses, two Jefferies Tubes open with a Borg drone coming out of each.

OPS_Owens says:
CO: I'm on it sir.  I'm not sure if I can though with the bridge's lockout from the ship

OPS_Owens says:
::notices the Borg and leaps to his feet firing::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS : Try it!!! ::turns around and fires at one of the drones, not bothering to see if he recognizes them or not::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: One of the Borg drones in sickbay grabs a Medical Officer who listened to the MO, and all Audrina can do is listen to her scream as the tubiles inject themselves into her neck.

MO_van_den_Broek says:
Medical Team: Okay, gently - let's get into the Jeffries Tubes.

MO_van_den_Broek says:
Self: No....

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The first Drone that entered the bridge is hit and killed.

OPS_Owens says:
::resumes his work at the dampening field::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
Computer: Activate the Emergency Medical Hologram.

Host CO_Vakol says:
OPS: Transporters, NOW! Beam everyone to Engineering!

CMO_Biishe says:
<Wolf>::A ghostly body glides down the halls of a wounded ship.::

CTO_Ryan says:
::Finally gets the hatch open and climbs out, hearing phaser fire.  Draws her phaser and begins firing at the drones::

Host CO_Vakol says:
::draws his phaser and aims at the drones::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
::fetches an ultrasonic saw::

OPS_Owens says:
::locks on to the bridge crew and transports them all to ME::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Computer is unable to respond to the MO's request.

MO_van_den_Broek says:
Medical team: Everyone out!  Go, go!

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Computer, as it is locked, is unable to transport anyone.

OPS_Owens says:
CO: Negative sir.  I can't do anything from here

Host CO_Vakol says:
::sees he hasn't dematerialized and fires at the drone::

CMO_Biishe says:
::There is silence in her mind.::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The other Drones are taken out on the bridge.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::crawls into the jeffries tube he Borg he killed came from:: all : This way..

Host CO_Vakol says:
OPS: Arm yourself! XO: Jefferies tubes, NOW!

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The MO's group runs into another three Borg.

OPS_Owens says:
::stands and continues to fire again::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Throws a dagger at the drones non prosthetic eye ::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
Medical team: Left! Move, move!

CTO_Ryan says:
::Moves towards the Jeffries tube allowing the others to enter before her::

OPS_Owens says:
::tries to remodulate his phaser and fires some more::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Another drone goes down for the count on the bridge ... eight more beam up there, and one of them grabs and injects the FCO.

CSO_Raal says:
::looks at the CNS, motioning toward her bat::

Host CO_Vakol says:
OPS/FCO: Mister Baptiste, Mister Owens ... render your stations inoperable and come with the Commander and myself.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::screams with pain ::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::moves through the Jeffries Tube::

Host CO_Vakol says:
All: Forget it! Get out of here!

CNS_Richardson says:
::starts edging, ever so slowly, toward the CSO::

CTO_Ryan says:
::Sees more drones appear on the Bridge and fires at the one grabbing the FCO::

OPS_Owens says:
::fires at the OPS station and makes sure the XO and CO leave before he follows::

Host CO_Vakol says:
::crawls after the XO through the Jefferies tubes::

CNS_Richardson says:
::keeping a close eye on the drones::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
::moves out of the way, racing down the Jeffries Tube from the Borg::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: One of the Drones in the Counselor's office, on orders, moves over and grabs the CNS, injection occurs immediately after.

CNS_Richardson says:
::struggles::

OPS_Owens says:
::fires at every station in turn then moves through the Jeffrey Tube::

CTO_Ryan says:
::shouts:: Bridge: EVERYONE OUT NOW!  ::Continues firing at the drones::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CO : Sir.. Is it my imagination or are the Borg not adapting? How many did we kill?

CNS_Richardson says:
::swings at the drones with the bat::

Host CO_Vakol says:
XO: Delayed reaction ... the Bridge Airlock is this direction. ::points::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Right after Tealk's statement, the Borg adapt. The phaser blasts bounce off green energy shields.

OPS_Owens says:
CO/XO: Sirs, I think I managed to destroy every station on the bridge

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Owens is grabbed next by a recently beamed in Borg drone, which injects him as well.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS : Good thinking Lt.. ::turns to the direction the CO points::

CTO_Ryan says:
::Notices they have adapted to her phaser fire.  Rushes over to a weapons locker and extracts a phaser rifle, setting it to a rotating modulation and continues firing::

Host CO_Vakol says:
::crawls quickly through the Jefferies tubes towards the airlock::

CMO_Biishe says:
::Thoughts, alien and confusing begin to enter her mind.  She begins to feel the lose of her physical self as well as mental.::

OPS_Owens says:
::feels the pain of the injection tubes and loses himself in the Hive Mind::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: All phaser modulations have been adapted to, the Borg continue to advance.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Confused by the other presences within his head ::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: One of the Drones grabs the XO, and injects him as well. Borg are seemingly swarming in the Jefferies Tubes.

MO_van_den_Broek says:
::continuing along the Jeffries Tube with her team, towards the shuttlebay::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::slaps his neck as a sting is felt::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The MO goes around a corner in the JTs, and soon finds herself face to face with a Borg drone. Injection occurs soon after.

Host CO_Vakol says:
::crawls faster and is the first out of the JT into the airlock ... waits for the others to come with::

CTO_Ryan says:
::Backs towards the Jeffries tube hatch as she fires her rifle at the drones::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: With the modulations adapted to, the CTO is soon overrun, and she too is injected.

Host CO_Vakol says:
::begins to don an EVA suit as fast as he can ... but this normally takes some time::

MO_van_den_Broek says:
::is assimilated::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::resists the din of other minds as just noise ::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::growls loudly, and slowly silences himself, as the Nanites do their work..

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CO, as he is donning the EVA suit, does not notice the Borg drone who just beamed in behind him. Before he can get the helmet on, two tubiles inject themselves into his neck.

CMO_Biishe says:
::Hears a name given to her.:: <Collective> CMO: You are one of seven.

MO_van_den_Broek says:
::feels the pain of nanites engendering their evil on her body::

Host CO_Vakol says:
::spins as he is injected and fires his phaser into the face of the drone that just infected him::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Borg drone that injected the CO is killed ... but soon after the CO finds himself slowly succumbing to the numbing pain of the nanites.

CTO_Ryan says:
::Begins sprouting Borg implants::

Host CO_Vakol says:
::slips on his helmet, knowing he is being assimilated from within and glances at Owens:: OPS: Use your phaser ... don't let me go through this.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Lieutenant Owens is in a worse off state than the Captain ... his skin is already pale from the blood transformation.

FCO_Baptiste says:
<Collective> FCO: You are..

Host CO_Vakol says:
::sees Owens has been assimilated as well ... and secures his helmet, struggling to head to the airlock::

FCO_Baptiste says:
Collective: Bugger off

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Captain collapses from the pain ... his lower extremities no longer under full control.

Host CO_Vakol says:
::drags himself, with his elbows, towards the airlock::

CSO_Raal says:
::unconscious from the activity of the nanoprobes::

CMO_Biishe says:
::The high sound of a drilling enters her ears, there is a touch of fear deep inside that is unable to break through the words giving her directions.::

Host CO_Vakol says:
::seals himself in the airlock and opens the outer doors, using only his hands and elbows::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::shutting the noise in his head out ::

CMO_Biishe says:
::In her minds eye, she sees through the eyes of the wolf guide.::


Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The entirety of the Paula Greene senior crew has been injected with nano-technology. The Captain barely makes it to the airlock ... but he is soon grabbed by two drones who begin to move him back away to the assimilation chambers.

Host AGM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Pause Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
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